Contents:
• 2 large bell-filled dice*
• 6 large lettered dice
• Dice bag
• 48 coasters
* Please note: the bells
are contained within
the dice and are not
supplied loose.

In Brief:
Lay out a 3X3 grid of coasters and deal two more to every player. All are
laid out face up. Players take turns at pulling four dice from the bag and
rolling them. Everyone at once tries to spot a brand in the 3X3 grid that
starts with one of the dice letters.
The first to spot a match shouts out the brand and grabs the dice. If the
dice rings, the player does not pick up the brand coaster they shouted out
and has to put back one of their own coasters from their own collected
coasters. If the dice is silent the player collects the brand coaster they
shouted out and it is replaced by a coaster from the main deck.
The first player to collect two sets of 3 same-coloured coasters (6 coasters
in total) wins. Each coaster has a coloured band across each end, which
represent brand categories. There are 12 red, 12 yellow, 12 blue and 12
green brand coasters.

In Detail:
Getting Ready To Play
1. Shuffle the 48 coasters and lay out a 3 by 3 grid (9 coasters) on the table.
2. Deal each player two coasters from the deck.
3. Grid coasters and players’ coasters are all laid out face up.
4. Put all eight dice in the bag – there should be 2 ringing dice and 6 silent ones.
5. The youngest player goes first and play moves clockwise round the table.

To Play:
• The player whose turn it is shakes the bag and pulls 4 dice out (without
looking in the bag).
• He throws the dice into the centre of the table visible to – and within
reach of - all the players.
• All the players try to spot a brand in the 3 by 3 grid that starts with one of
the letters shown on the top side of the dice.

• The first player to spot a match shouts out the brand name and grabs
the dice with the matching letter. If two or more people shout out a
brand the first to grab a correct dice “wins” that turn.
• If there is no match the dice are replaced in the bag and the next player
pulls out four dice.

The Twist:
• The player that has just grabbed the dice shakes it to see if it contains a
bell. If it does, that player LOSES one of their coasters which they place at
the bottom of the main deck. They choose which one they want to lose.
• If the dice is silent the player adds the brand coaster they have just
shouted out to their collection. They coaster is replaced in the grid from
the main deck.

To Win:
• The first player to collect two different coloured sets of 3 coasters (6 in
total) wins.
• For example 3 red coasters and 3 green coasters will win, but six green
coasters will not win.

Dove, Marmite and Pot Noodle are trademarks of Unilever, used under
licence. All rights reserved.
The names, logos and other branding properties belonging to Société des
Produits Nestlé S.A. are reproduced with their kind permission.
See more outstanding games at www.drumondpark.com
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